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ABSTRACT
Teleoperation of multiple robots has been studied extensively for
applications such as robot navigation; however, this concept has
never been applied to the field of social robots. To explore the
unique challenges posed by the remote operation of multiple social robots, we have implemented a system in which a single operator simultaneously controls up to four robots, all engaging in
communication interactions with users. We present a user interface designed for operating a single robot while monitoring several others in the background, then we propose methods for characterizing task difficulty and introduce a technique for improving
multiple-robot performance by reducing the number of conflicts
between robots demanding the operator’s attention. Finally, we
demonstrate the success of our system in laboratory trials based
on real-world interactions.

Figure 1：A robot providing route guidance in a mall
complex, and today's technology is not yet truly capable of supporting a fully-autonomous robot playing a real role in society.
Any robot will eventually find itself in unanticipated circumstances, where failure to respond appropriately could lead to socially awkward, money-losing, or even dangerous situations.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User Interfaces - Interaction styles; I.2.9 [Artificial Intelligence]: Robotics

A field trial we recently conducted at a Japanese shopping mall
illustrates an example of a social robot application. We placed a
humanoid robot in a central public space in the shopping mall for
several hours a day, where it chatted with visitors and provided
information and route guidance to locations within the mall. Customers were excited by the engaging interactions, and people
crowded around the robot every day, waiting for a chance to talk
with it (Figure 1).

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, and Human Factors.
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Although a large part of the attraction of social robots is their
ability to “understand” natural language and engage people interactively, this task is still largely beyond the capabilities of today’s
robots to achieve without a human operator. Thus, in this trial, we
used the “Wizard of Oz" method, employing a human operator to
control the robot remotely.

1. INTRODUCTION
As rapid progress is being made on all frontiers of robotics technology, many of the key components necessary for developing socially-situated autonomous robot systems are falling into place.
Field trials of social robots placed in real-world environments such
as museums [1, 12, 15], schools [7, 10, 11], and train stations [8]
have shown great success, provided valuable research opportunities,
and provided insight into real-world social phenomena which
cannot be observed in the lab.

Field trials of robotics technology in social settings have often
involved some degree of remote control [6, 17]. This is acceptable
in the context of research, where technologies are generally novel
and untested, but in the commercial world, a robot requiring one
or more full-time operators would offer little advantage over simply hiring a human employee to do the same work. Capable as
these robots may be, so long as the operator-to-robot ratio remains
1:1 or greater, they will not be ready to leave the laboratory.

However, as inspiring and exciting as it is to see robots operating
in the field, the inescapable reality is that social dynamics are

In other fields of robotics, such as search-and-rescue or space
exploration, teleoperation and the operation of multiple robots is
an active field of research, encompassing many important topics
such as partial autonomy, adjustable autonomy [3, 5], controlling
interfaces [4, 14], fan-out [2], workload [9], and situational awareness for monitoring [13]. Yet this concept has not yet been explored in the field of social human-robot interaction.
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Table 1. Differences in teleoperation between navigation (fundamental tasks for mobile robots [16]) and social interaction.
Navigation
Obstacle avoidance. Giving
current position, path, goals.
Source of input to operator Scenery + Map
Operator’s output
Velocity
(low level control)
Operator’s output (abPosition (destination)
stracted control)
Consequence of ignoring Crash into obstacle, or lose
errors caused by autonomy the robot
Can robots wait after an
Yes
error detected?
Can robots anticipate the No
timing of possible error?
Operator’s role

Social interaction (this study)
Understanding of user’s intention
and providing required service
Audition (+scenery)
Utterance, gesture, +(body orientation and position)
Behavior (combination of utterance
and gesture)
Person might get lost, buy wrong
product, or receive wrong service.
No. Users might soon leave if a
robot stops.
Yes

In this paper, we address the unique challenges of multi-robot
operation in the case of social robots. We have implemented a
multiple-robot teleoperation system enabling a single operator to
monitor and control several communication robots at once, directing their behaviors as they answer questions and provide information. We developed an interface which enables an operator to
control one robot while simultaneously monitoring several others,
and we employ a technique we call “proactive timing control” to
reduce conflicts between the robots for the operator’s attention.
We have tested this system in laboratory trials and demonstrated
that a single operator is able to successfully control up to four
robots at once, as they simultaneously engage in human-robot
communication interactions.

New problems in social interaction

Cannot monitor multiple sources
Typing, controlling many DOFs for gesturing very slow
Difficult to prepare for minor cases in
advance
Definitely we should not ignore errors in
either case.
An operator should take control of the
robot immediately.
Most errors are from speech recognition,
often after the robot asks a question.

2.1.1 Controlling a Robot
Improvements in the efficiency of robot control can be made possible through layers of abstraction. For example, an operator could
specify the individual joint angles for the robot’s arm at a low level,
or achieve the same result by giving the robot a high-level command,
e.g. “point to the left”. Most robot systems already incorporate this
kind of abstraction to some degree. Joint angles can be grouped into
poses, poses grouped into motions, motions and utterances grouped
into behaviors, behaviors and transition rules grouped into episodes,
and so on. A similar abstraction can be found in the case of navigation, referred as adjustable autonomy [3, 5].
As layers of abstraction are added to the system, the robot usually
becomes able to function with a higher degree of autonomy, thus
reducing the workload for the operator. When high-level functions are not prepared for a situation, the operator can use lowlevel functions instead. For example, if there is no behavior prepared for giving directions to a Japanese restaurant, an operator
might directly type phrases for the robot to say and control the
arms manually to point the way.

2. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
In order to develop an efficient system for multi-robot teleoperation, we will examine several aspects of the operator-robot system.
As extensive research has been done on teleoperation within the
field of robot navigation, we have summarized how the issues in
teleoperation for social interaction differ from those regarding
teleoperation for navigation (Table 1). Although there are some
overlaps, such as the issue of adjustment of autonomy, the biggest
difference seems to be the time-critical aspect of social interaction.

2.1.2 Correcting a Robot’s Recognition
An operator can also choose to correct a robot’s sensory recognition
errors, rather than completely taking over control of its behaviors.
For example, an operator observes a scene where a user says the
words “Japanese restaurant”, but the speech recognizer fails to pick
it up. If the robot has behaviors in place to react to those words, the
operator can correct the robot’s speech recognition results and allow
the robot to complete the interaction as usual. This is less effort than
taking over behavior control in order to generate a guiding behavior
for directing the user to a Japanese restaurant.

The role of the operator in a social robot system is generally similar to that in other semi-autonomous systems, in that the operator
directs high-level goals and identifies errors that the system cannot detect on its own. Social robots today can reliably perform
many functions autonomously, such as detecting and tracking
humans or performing output-related tasks such as speaking and
gesturing. It is in the recognition and interpretation of verbal and
nonverbal communication and the ability to make common-sense
judgments that an operator can add the greatest value. Particularly when dealing with unexpected utterances and interruptions, a
human operator's intuitive ability to understand social situations
and quickly determine an appropriate response is indispensable.
By choosing appropriate high-level behaviors or handling the
situation through direct low-level control, the presence of an operator can enable a robot to perform effectively in situations the
robot was never designed to handle.

2.2 Managing Operator Attention
In a multi-robot teleoperated system, the operator’s attention is a
scarce resource. It is important to provide the right balance of
information to enable the operator to efficiently monitor several
robots at once.

2.2.1 Status Monitoring
One of the most important roles of the operator is to monitor and
react to unexpected problems in a timely manner. Consider an
error such as a speech recognition failure or a user unexpectedly
speaking out of turn. If the error is caught immediately, the operator can manually redirect the behavior flow, and the interaction
will still seem natural. If the error is missed, the interaction may

2.1 Adjusting and Using Autonomy
Before addressing the integration of multi-robot systems, it is
important to consider how an operator will interact with the robot,
monitoring situations and taking over control when necessary.
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become more confusing, awkward and frustrating the longer the
error remains uncorrected.
Enabling the operator to quickly discover errors like these is largely
an issue of user interface design. State information about each of the
robots should be delivered to the operator through background
channels in such a way as to make errors easily recognizable.

2.2.2 Timing Control
Another way to help manage the operator’s attention efficiently is
to indicate situations in which the risk of error is high.
To this end, we divided each interaction into critical sections,
where there is a high risk of error and thus a high likelihood that
operator assistance will be needed, and non-critical sections,
which can safely be performed autonomously. Critical sections
include tasks such as asking questions or other behaviors where a
response from the user is expected, whereas non-critical sections
include behaviors such as greeting, talking, and giving directions.

Figure 2: Four Robovie II’s operated simultaneously

2.3 Task Difficulty

In a multi-robot system, an operator can use this information to
efficiently focus attention on the robot or robots with the highest
risk of interaction error. The challenge here comes when two or
more robots enter critical sections at the same time. We will consider two possibilities for handling such conflicts, to which we
will refer as reactive and proactive timing control.

Finally, it is useful to have some means of quantifying the capability
of a system to perform a task autonomously, so that relative difficulty of tasks and systems can be compared. Several fundamental
metrics describing factors that bias task performance are well summarized by Steinfeld et al. [16], while task-related metrics for social
interaction have not yet been explored well. Here, we describe two
metrics important for social interaction in service tasks.

2.2.2.1 Reactive Timing Control
The first solution, reactive timing control, is for each robot to
notify the operator of the critical section, then to proceed in its
interactions regardless of the state of the operator or other robot(s).
If the interaction reaches a point where the robot is unable to respond to the user without operator intervention, the robot must
stall for time until the operator is available.

2.3.1 Situation Coverage
The first metric we propose is Situation Coverage (SC). We define a situation to be “covered” if the system would autonomously
execute the correct behavior given perfect sensor inputs. For example, if a user asks the robot where to buy some broccoli, but the
robot is not programmed to react to the word “broccoli”, the situation is considered not to be covered, even if the robot does have
the ability to direct the user to a supermarket.

For example, if a user asks a robot for information, but the robot
cannot understand the request, the robot can ask the user to wait,
buying time until an operator becomes available to answer the
question. Such a behavior might leave a negative impression on
the user, since the user is waiting for an answer to the question
and may become impatient.

Hence, this value is an a posteriori evaluation of task difficulty
which takes into account both the capabilities of the system and
the expectations of users. Given the complexity of real social
situations, it is usually impractical to attempt to achieve 100% SC.
Instead, the strategy for use of partial autonomy should be to design the robot for anticipated situations, perhaps achieving an SC
of 70%, and then to consider the remaining 30% to be “unknown”,
relying on operator assistance for those situations.

2.2.2.2 Proactive Timing Control
A second possible solution to this problem is proactive timing
control, in which interactions are planned in order to prevent such
conflicts from arising at all. One means of achieving this is for
each robot to send a reservation request to the operator before a
critical section begins. If the operator accepts, the robot can proceed to the critical section. Otherwise, the robot performs other
behaviors in order to delay entry into the critical section.

The significance of SC in the context of multi-robot operation is that
it represents an upper bound to the capacity of the system to operate
autonomously. A system with an SC of 70% will be able to successfully complete no more than 70% of its tasks autonomously, and
will require operator intervention at least 30% of the time.

From a user’s perspective, this technique is fundamentally different from reactive control. In the reactive case, the delaying behaviors are executed after the user’s “turn” in the conversation, that is,
after the user has made a request or asked a question. There, the
user is understood to have the initiative, and the robot is expected
to react.

2.3.2 Critical Time Ratio
A second metric that is useful for evaluating degree of autonomy
is the Critical Time Ratio (CTR). This is defined as the ratio of
the amount of time spent in critical sections to the total duration
of an interaction. For tasks with a low CTR, the likelihood of two
robots entering a critical section at the same time is correspondingly low, and thus timing control behaviors will seldom be necessary. Tasks with a high CTR are more likely to conflict, which
can lead to higher wait times for users and a heavier workload on
the operator.

In the proactive case, however, the delaying behavior is executed
before the user has spoken, while it is still the robot’s “turn” to
speak. The robot has not yet relinquished the initiative, and thus the
extra behaviors naturally integrate into the flow of conversation.
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Figure 4: Background Robot Display

3.2 User Interface

Figure 3: User Interface for Multiple-robot Control

The operator’s interface software was developed to enable the
operator to control one robot (referred to here as the “active” robot) while monitoring the others in the background. One challenge of developing this interface was to provide just the right
amount of information about the background robots to enable the
operator to identify errors and unexpected situations, but not so
much information as to be overwhelming.

3. IMPLEMENTATION
The teleoperation system we implemented consisted of four Robovie II humanoid robots (Figure 2). The robots were placed in separate areas of our laboratory, and video cameras were set up to
provide live video feeds to a monitor next to the operating console.

The interface console (Figure 3) is divided into two areas. The
panels in the top area represent all connected robots, and the bottom area contains a more detailed display of the active robot.

3.1 Robot System
3.1.1 Robot Platform
Robovie II is a humanoid robot platform developed for human-robot
interaction research. It is capable of humanlike expressions with a
head that can be moved with 3 DOF (degrees of freedom), arms with
4 DOF each, eye cameras with 2 DOF each, and a wheeled base for
locomotion.

3.2.1 Active Robot Interface
The main area of the interface is designed for controlling the active robot. Within this space, the controls on the left side (area
“a” in Figure 3) allow the operator to directly control the robot,
and the controls on the right side (area “b” in Figure 3) enable the
operator to correct or confirm results returned by the robot’s
speech recognition system.

Each robot has two color CCD cameras, one omnidirectional camera, a microphone, and several touch sensors. The microphone was
connected to a speech recognition system. An environmental sensor
network for tracking humans was simulated by a keyboard interface,
with one key indicating that a subject was present in front of the
robot, and another key indicating that the subject had left.

3.2.1.1 Direct Robot Control
One function of this interface is to provide both low- and highlevel control, as described in Section 2.1.1. The left side of the
main screen area (area “a” in Figure 3) is used for controlling the
robot. The top half of the panel allows the operator to select behaviors by category. The bottom half includes a text box for directly entering phrases for the robot to speak, as well as buttons
for locomotion control and a map with which the operator can
quickly choose from 136 possible guide destinations. Finally, an
emergency stop button allows the user to abort the robot’s current
behavior and stop all motors.

3.1.2 Behavior Control
The robot control software used in our system was adapted from
behaviors and data developed for our field trial in the shopping mall.
The design of the software framework encapsulates robot behaviors (short sequences of motions and utterances) into discrete
modules. Sets of rules called “episodes” then define the transitions between these modules based on sensor inputs and robot
state. With this framework, if we theoretically assume no errors in
sensor recognition and user behavior only within the limits of SC,
it is possible for the robot to execute any length of behavior
chains with full autonomy.

3.2.1.2 Sensor Data Correction
The right side of the active robot control panel (area “b” in Figure
3) is used for correcting sensor recognition results, as described in
Section 2.1.2. This area contains two columns of controls dealing
with speech recognition.

To give a simple example, when a robot in an idling state detects
a person approaching, the episode rules may trigger a transition
from the idling behavior to a greeting behavior. After greeting
the person, the next behavior might be to offer route guidance and
wait for a response. The transition rules would then choose the
next behavior based on input from the speech recognition system.
If the person asked for directions to a bookstore, and if we assume
the speech recognition system correctly recognized the word
“bookstore”, the system would then transition to the module for
giving directions to the bookstore.

The column in the center shows all possible key words and synonyms expected by the current behavior. These buttons allow the
operator to override the speech recognition system and enter a
speech result directly.
The column on the right allows the operator to designate speech
recognition results as correct or incorrect, or to select an utterance
from recent history, which can be useful when the user speaks out
of turn.
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3.2.2 Background Robot Display

3.2.3 An Example Interaction

The panels along the top of the console represent all of the robots
currently available to the operator. Each panel presents information for the operator to monitor, in order to identify problems or
potential problems quickly and easily. Figure 4 shows a detailed
view of this display.

Here we will describe an example of a typical multi-robot control
session from our experiment. In this example, the operator is
controlling three robots, and the system is using reactive time
control, i.e. there is no attempt to prevent conflicts between robots
demanding the operator’s attention at the same time.

3.2.2.1 Status Monitoring

First, Robot 1 detects a person approaching. As it begins a greeting behavior, its Interaction Status light changes to yellow and the
Countdown Timer on the robot’s status panel begins counting
down until the robot expects the human to speak.

Several kinds of status information are provided to help the operator watch for and anticipate interaction failures (see Section 2.2.1).
The Current Behavior display (1) at the top of the panel shows the
name of the behavior the robot is currently executing. Below it,
the Audio Feed Status button (2) indicates whether the robot’s
streaming audio server is online and connected. The Interaction
Timer (3) measures the length of the robot’s interaction with a single user, enabling the operator to identify at a glance how long each
of the robots in the system has been interacting. Below that, the
Speech Indicator (5) lights up when activity is detected from the
speech recognition system. Speech Recognition Results (7) are
displayed at the bottom of the robot status panel. These can be
valuable in case the operator is unable to switch to a robot in time
to hear what the user is saying.

The operator clicks on the robot’s status panel to choose Robot 1
as the active robot, and the bottom half of the user interface refreshes to show Robot 1’s current status, behavior history, and
speech recognition results. The audio stream from Robot 1 is also
piped to the operator’s headphones, and the operator listens in as
Robot 1 introduces itself, “My name is Robovie, and my job is
giving directions. Where would you like to go?”
At this point, the operator notices that a person has approached
Robot 3 as well. However, the operator stays focused on Robot 1,
as its Countdown Timer is just reaching zero. The customer asks
where to find an ATM. Unfortunately, due to background noise,
Robot 1’s speech recognition was unable to pick up the word
“ATM”, so the operator goes to the expected phrases panel and
clicks on “ATM”. Robot 1 then begins giving directions to the
customer, and the operator quickly switches to Robot 3, whose
countdown timer has almost reached zero.

Audio and video are also indispensable resources for detecting
failures. The operator can listen to a live audio stream from the
currently selected robot through headphones. Video has not been
integrated with the console yet, so video feeds observing all four
robots are displayed on an adjacent monitor. In the future, additional sensor information, such as human position estimates or
customer data, could also be presented on an additional screen.

By this time, a customer has approached Robot 2 and begins asking directions while the operator is still busy helping Robot 3.
Robot 2’s Interaction Status light flashes red. By the time the
operator finishes helping Robot 3, the customer talking to Robot 2
has already finished speaking. Robot 2’s speech recognition system has picked up the word “hamburger”, which is displayed on
its Speech Results display, but the robot has no mapping between
that word and a location in the mall. The operator quickly
switches to Robot 2, opens the map, and clicks on a restaurant
that specializes in hamburgers. Robot 2 then gives directions to
that restaurant, as the Interaction Status indicators for Robots 1
and 3 return to green.

3.2.2.2 Reactive Timing Control
The Interaction Status display (4) is a picture of the robot with a
green, red, or yellow light behind it. The color of the light behind
the robot indicates whether the robot’s state is “idle” (green, not
interacting with a person), “active” (yellow, interacting with a
person), or “critical” (red, meaning that the robot has entered a
critical section). In order to attract the operator’s attention, the
red light is accompanied by a flashing red background if this robot is not the active robot. An audible beep is also sounded when
any robot enters a critical section. This notification is a part of
reactive timing control, as described in Section 2.2.2.1.

4. EXPERIMENT

3.2.2.3 Proactive Timing Control

The primary goal of this study was to demonstrate whether our system could achieve the unprecedented task of a single operator simultaneously controlling multiple robots engaging in basic social interactions with humans. The secondary goal was to identify aspects of
the system which merit further exploration, particularly those aspects which are unique to the operation of multiple social robots.

The Reservation Timer (6) and the button next to it are part of a
proactive timing control system, as described in Section 2.2.2.2.
In our implementation, the robot notifies the operator several
seconds before a critical section is scheduled to begin. The robot’s Interaction Status icon flashes red, and the Reservation
Timer begins counting down to the point where the operator must
choose whether to commit to the robot or not. By pressing the
button, the operator can accept the reservation, and the robot will
continue to the critical section. If the operator has not pressed the
button by the time the counter reaches zero, the robot will execute
other behaviors to delay the entry point to the critical section,
resetting the Reservation Timer appropriately. The system allows
the operator to commit to a robot other than the current active
robot, enabling the operator to plan ahead and commit to a second
robot while finishing an interaction with a first.

4.1 Scenario
In order to test the effectiveness of our system, we chose the task
of route guidance as a realistic example of the kind of task a robot
might be assigned to perform. It is easy to imagine a business
such as a shopping mall, museum, or theme park placing a robot
in a high-visibility location such as a central information booth.
This task also lies in an interesting middle-ground between full
predictability and open-endedness, and it provides a level of interactivity not found in primarily one-way interactions such as
guiding visitors in a museum.
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interactions each, with breaks of at least five minutes between
sessions. The trials were conducted in a pseudorandom balanced
order to avoid any bias over time. The autonomous conditions
were tested separately, in blocks of 24 interactions.

4.2 Experiment Design
4.2.1 Experiment 1
The first experiment was designed to be particularly difficult for
the operator in order to push the limits of the system. To make the
Critical Time Ratio as high as possible, only the minimum set of
behaviors necessary to complete the route guidance interaction
was used. The robot greeted the customer, who then asked for
directions. The robot then provided directions, and the interaction
was finished. To further ensure a high CTR, the interactions for
Experiment 1 were run using reactive timing control.

Each of the four subjects interacted with the robots a minimum of
six times for each trial. Start times were staggered by 10 seconds
each, and subjects proceeded at their own pace. Some finished
earlier than others, so to prevent this from affecting the data (e.g.,
if one subject finished early, a four-robot trial would have become
no different from a three-robot trial), the subjects continued interacting with the robots until every subject had finished.

4.2.2 Experiment 2

4.2.5 Evaluation

The second experiment was designed to test our system under less
stringent, more realistic conditions. Interactions in this experiment
were modeled directly on actual interactions from our field trial at
the shopping mall, where the robot was given several topics to
chat about each day, such as special events at the shopping mall,
the robot’s experiences at the mall’s restaurants, etc. The robot
randomly selected one of these chat behaviors for each customer.

There are many possible measures of performance success, and
Steinfeld et al. summarized this aspect well regarding the case of
non-task-oriented social interaction [16]. Here, we chose to focus
on task-oriented social interactions from the user’s perspective
(“user” referring to the customer rather than the operator).
The subjects were asked to fill out a short questionnaire after
every interaction, which measured Interaction Success (whether
or not the robot had factually answered their question), and User
Satisfaction (whether they felt any dissatisfaction with the interaction, measured on a 1-7 scale, with 7 representing no dissatisfaction at all, and 1 representing strong dissatisfaction).

For this experiment, we used the same behaviors as part of a proactive timing control system. When the robot began introducing
itself to the visitor, it sent a reservation request to the operator. If
the operator accepted the reservation, the robot proceeded to offer
route guidance as usual. Otherwise, the robot executed one of the
chatting or information providing behaviors instead, to delay the
critical section entry point. When that behavior finished, the robot proceeded to the critical section.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 Results

It is important to note that these behaviors were not merely timekilling behaviors. When the robot spoke about these topics in the
field trial, they were relevant to the customers, who enjoyed their
interactions with the robot.

5.1.1 Experiment 1
In the first experiment, only reactive timing control was used,
which made simultaneous operation of the robots challenging for
the operator. In the 3R and 4R cases, there were conflicts between
robots demanding the operator’s attention simultaneously, and the
operator relied more heavily on the autonomous system.

4.2.3 Experimental Procedure
We followed identical procedures for the two experiments. All
trials were run in our laboratory, and the same four subjects, all of
whom were research members of our laboratory, were used for all
trials. The subjects were asked to imitate the visitors of shopping
mall whom they had observed interacting with the robot. All
subjects and the operator had been involved in controlling or observing the robot’s interactions at the shopping mall trial.

Task difficulty: The questions the subjects were to ask the
robots had been selected for an approximate SC of 50%. The ASR
(automatic speech recognition) system performed well in our
quiet laboratory conditions, and the fully-autonomous trial
showed a remarkable 42% success rate. The average CTR value
for this experiment was 31.4%.

To make the interaction more realistic, it would have been ideal to
actually run the four robots in the shopping mall; however, the
shopping mall cannot accept immature technology that could
provide wrong information to a real customer. Thus, it was necessary to perform this experiment in our lab environment.

Interaction success: The success rate for the 1R and 2R cases
was 100% (Figure 5). The 3R and 4R cases were 90% successful,
with five failures each. Six of them were due to speech
recognition errors, three to operator errors due to rushing, and one
failure was due to the operator’s misunderstanding of a question.
A chi-square test revealed significant difference among conditions
(x2(4)=85.232 , p<.01). The residual analysis revealed that 1R
and 2R had a significantly smaller number of failures than A
(p<.01).

4.2.4 Conditions
Each experiment was run under five conditions. For the first four
conditions, the operator controlled one, two, three, and four robots
respectively. These will be referred to as the 1R, 2R, 3R, and 4R
conditions for brevity. For the fifth condition, to which we will
refer as the A condition, robots were run in a fully-autonomous
mode with no operator intervention.

Users’ satisfaction: The users’ satisfaction ratings for the 1R –
4R conditions were all quite high (Figure 6), when compared with
the fully-autonomous condition. According to subjects’ comments,
the slight decrease visible in the 3R and 4R conditions was due to
both an increased failure rate and longer wait times. A repeatedmeasure ANOVA revealed a significant difference in the main
effect of number of robots (F(4,232)=30.381, p<.001). A Bonferroni test revealed that 1R, 2R, 3R, and 4R were significantly
better than A (p<.001), 1R was significantly better than 4R
(p<.05), and 2R was marginally better than 4R (p<.1).

Originally we had intended to use a set of real interactions taken
from the field study, but the SC for that sample (nearly 100%)
provided too little of a challenge. Instead, we created a more
difficult set of questions to reduce the SC to around 50%.
Forty-eight interactions were performed for each condition. Trials for the first four conditions were run in eight blocks of 24
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Operator supervision in critical section: As the number of robots
increased, the operator had less time available to assist each robot.
Figure 7 shows the amount of time the operator spent monitoring
each robot during critical section periods, expressed as a fraction of
the total critical section duration for all robots in that condition. It
can be seen that this value dropped quickly as additional robots
were added, up to the 4R condition, in which over 45% of the critical section time across all robots was not monitored by the operator.
Manual error correction: There were a number of cases in
which the robot, due to errors in speech recognition, began to
guide the user to the wrong destination. In the 1R and 2R cases,
the operator was able to correct all the errors, usually before the
robot began giving directions. In the 3R case three errors occurred,
of which the operator corrected one, and in the 4R case this increased to six errors, of which the operator corrected two.

Figure 5: Interaction Success Rate

5.1.2 Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, two conditions were changed. Proactive timing
control was used, and a more realistic conversation flow was used
for the interaction, increasing total interaction time and resulting
in a lower CTR. Operator supervision in the critical section was
high, and performance was improved in both interaction success
and manual error correction.
Task difficulty: The SC was around 50%, as in Experiment 1.
Due to the longer average interaction length, the CTR was much
lower than in Experiment 1, with an average value of 17.5%.
Interaction success: The interaction success rate did not vary
significantly between the 1R – 4R conditions. Success rates were
all above 95%. There were only three failures, one in the 2R case
and two in the 3R case. One of the 3R “failures” was due to the
operator not knowing the answer to the question. The remaining
two failures were caused by careless operator errors due to
rushing. As in Experiment 1, there was a significant difference
when compared with the autonomous case, which was successful
only 35% of the time (x2(4)=125.894, p<.01, residual analysis:
1R, 2R, and 4R to A: p<.01, 3R to A: p<.05).

Figure 6: Users’ Satisfaction

Users’ satisfaction: User satisfaction did not vary significantly
between the 1R – 4R conditions. A repeated-measures ANOVA
revealed the significant difference in the main effect of number of
robots (F(4,232)=41.357, p<.001). A Bonferroni test revealed that
1R, 2R, 3R, and 4R were significantly better than A (p<.001).
Figure 7: Operator Availability during Critical Section

Operator supervision in critical section: Due to the proactive
timing control and lower CTR, the operator availability during
critical sections was over 90% for every condition in this experiment (Figure 7). Although a slight decrease in availability is
visible as the number of robots increases, the effect is not nearly
as strong as in Experiment 1. We attribute the improved success
rate in the 3R and 4R cases to this increase in operator availability.

only be able to control one robot. Thus, fortunately or unfortunately, we could not observe the upper boundary for the number
of robots one operator can control in the full-interaction case.
Figure 7, showing the operator availability during the critical
section, seems to indicate that beyond four robots, the operator
will only be available for half of the critical section time or less.
In that case, autonomous system failures are likely to increase
dramatically, adversely affecting Interaction Success.

Manual error correction: The robot started a total of 7 incorrect
guiding behaviors due to erroneous speech recognition, but the
operator was able to identify and correct all of them.

5.2.1 Maximum number of robots
For Experiment 2, we consider the four-robot case to have been a
success. For a challenging case like Experiment 1, two robots
might be the maximum if there is a low tolerance for failure. In a
real application, without a continuous stream of customers, the
CTR could be even lower than in Experiment 2, increasing the
maximum number of robots even further.

5.2 Discussion
We were, frankly speaking, quite surprised by the positive results
of this experiment and the operator’s success in controlling four
robots. We had initially expected three robots to be a challenge
and four to be nearly impossible, even with proactive timing control. With reactive control, we expected that the operator would
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5.2.2 User Interface
Of the data displayed in the robot status panels, the type of information the operator found most useful was that which provided
long-range situational perspective. The most useful displays
turned out to be the Current Behavior display and the Interaction
Timer, both of which provide information about the progress of
the interaction and enable the operator to plan ahead.
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An even higher-level interaction plan such as a flowchart might
be even more useful to an operator, since the operator adds value
to an interaction primarily through situational understanding.
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5.2.3 Automatic Error Detection
Although automatic error detection has not yet been implemented
in our system, it has great potential for improving the efficiency
of a multi-robot system. Without such functionality, the operator
is required to take the initiative in searching for errors, based on
whatever information is available through the interface. Automatic error detection would enable the system to take the initiative instead, with the operator reacting to the system’s requests to
investigate suspected errors.
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5.2.4 Degrees of Criticality
It might be useful to consider additional levels of criticality, or
error risk. The Interaction Status indicator displays three levels
of criticality: “Idle” is a very low level, since the robot is not interacting. “Active” is a slightly higher level of criticality, an indication that the operator should be aware of the robot’s status and
monitor it in the background. “Critical” is the highest level, and it
demands the operator’s attention immediately. Automatic error
detection or other estimators of error risk could be used to create
more refined and accurate levels of criticality.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we have successfully demonstrated a system in
which a single operator is able to simultaneously control up to
four humanoid robots engaging in social interactions. For an
artificially difficult interaction, we showed that the operator can
easily control two robots, and can control more with some performance degradation. For a more realistic interaction, and using
a technique we call “proactive timing control” to reduce the number of conflicts between robots demanding the operator’s attention,
we were able to achieve a task success rate of over 95%, even in
the four-robot case. In both cases, task success and user satisfaction in every condition were far superior to those attainable by the
same system operating in a fully-autonomous mode. Most importantly, we have tested this system using an actual task often performed by our robots in the field, suggesting that this technology
can be immediately put to use in real-world field trials. This
study only marks the beginning of teleoperation for multiple social robots, and several of the areas addressed in this paper merit
further in-depth research.
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